Cookies
Our website uses HTTP-cookies to store user-specific data.
For your better understanding of the following Privacy Policy statement, we will explain to
you below what cookies are and why they are in use.

1. What exactly are cookies?
Every time you surf the internet, you use a browser. Common browsers are for example
Chrome, Safari, Firefox, Internet Explorer and Microsoft Edge. Most websites store small
text-files in your browser. These files are called cookies.
What should not be dismissed, is that cookies are very useful little helpers. Nearly all
websites use cookies. More accurately speaking these are HTTP-cookies, since there are also
different cookies for other uses. http-cookies are small files which our website stores on your
computer. These cookie files are automatically put into the cookie-folder, which is like the
“brain” of your browser. A cookie consists of a name and a value. Moreover, to define a

cookie, one or multiple attributes must be specified.

Cookies save certain parts of your user data, such as e.g. language or personal page
settings. When you re-open our website, your browser submits these “user specific”
information back to our site. Thanks to cookies, our website knows who you are and offers
you the settings you are familiar to. In some browsers every cookie has its own file, in others
such as Firefox, all cookies are stored in one single file.
There are both first-party cookies and third-party coookies. First-party cookies are created
directly by our site, while third-party cookies are created by partner-websites (e.g. Google
Analytics). Every cookie is individual, since every cookie stores different data. The expiration
time of a cookie also varies – it can be a few minutes, or up to a few years. Cookies are no
software-programs and contain no computer viruses, trojans or any other malware. Cookies
also cannot access your PC’s information.
This is an example of how cookie-files can look:
name: _ga
value: GA1.2.1326744211.152111432199-9
purpose: differentiation between website visitors
expiration date: after 2 years
A browser should support these minimum sizes:




at least 4096 bytes per cookie
at least 50 cookies per domain
at least 3000 cookies in total

2. Which types of cookies are there?
What exact cookies we use, depends on the used services. We will explain this in the
following sections of the Privacy Policy statement. Firstly, we will briefly focus on the
different types of HTTP-cookies.
There are 4 different types of cookies:
Essential Cookies
These cookies are necessary to ensure the basic function of a website. They are needed
when a user for example puts a product into their shopping cart, then continues surfing on
different websites and comes back later in order to proceed to the checkout. Even when the
user closed their window priorly, these cookies ensure that the shopping cart does not get
deleted.
Purposive Cookies
These cookies collect info about the user behaviour and record if the user potentially
receives any error messages. Furthermore, these cookies record the website’s loading time
as well as its behaviour within different browsers.
Target-orientated Cookies
These cookies care for an improved user-friendliness. Thus, information such as previously
entered locations, fonts or data in forms stay saved.
Advertising Cookies
These cookies are also known as targeting-Cookies. They serve the purpose of delivering
individually adapted advertisements to the user. This can be very practical, but also rather
annoying.
Upon your first visit to a website you are usually asked which of these cookie-types you want
to accept. Furthermore, this decision will of course also be saved in a cookie.

3. How can I delete cookies?
You yourself take the decision if and how you want to use cookies. Thus, no matter what
service or website cookies are from, you always have the option to delete, deactivate or only
partially allow them. Therefore, you can for example block cookies of third parties but allow
any other cookies.
If you want change or delete cookie-settings and would like to determine which cookies have
been saved to your browser, you can find this info in your browser-settings:
Chrome: Clear, enable and manage cookies in Chrome
Safari: Manage cookies and website data in Safari
Firefox: Clear cookies and site data in Firefox
Internet Explorer: Delete and manage cookies
Microsoft Edge: Delete cookies in Microsoft Edge
If you generally do not want to allow any cookies at all, you can set up your browser in a
way, to notify you whenever a potential cookie is about to be set. This gives you the
opportunity to manually decide to either permit or deny the placement of every single
cookie. The settings for this differ from browser to browser. Therefore, it might be best for

you to search for the instructions in Google. If you are using Chrome, you could for example
put the search phrase “delete cookies Chrome” or “deactivate cookies Chrome” into Google.
Below we will show you a list of exemplary cookies that are placed due to the use of Wix:
Name: XSRF-TOKEN
Value: 1591628008|P01ovn-JtsrK
Purpose: This cookie is a security cookie and prevents the so-called cross-site request
forgery, which is an attack on a computer system.
Expiry date: after end of session
Name: _wixCIDX
Value: b2474394-b64f-4c7a-a598-16b9043a8938111432199-9
Purpose: This cookie appropriately stores data when you to log in to our website, to
shorten the logon process the following time.
Expiry date: after 3 months
Name: AWSELB
Value: EB626B5A40C80CEFD0EB26286F9684716FECD023880992D31DEC38111432199-1
Purpose: This cookie is used to distribute the website’s load across multiple servers.
Therefore, the page loading speed gets increased.
Expiry date: after one hour
Name: AWSELBCORS
Value: 85FDC7C91873988D19D2D53305AA8CAB73AF02FCEAEB626B5A40C
Purpose: We have not yet been able to find out more information on this cookie. We will
inform you as soon as we know more.
Expiry date: after one hour
Note: Please note that the cookies shown above are examples and that this list does not
claim to be exhaustive.

